Successful Retrieval of Entrapped Guide Extension Catheter in the Right Coronary Artery with Heavy Calcifications
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**Summary**

Usage of an optimal guide extension catheter often helps successful outcomes in complex percutaneous coronary intervention. Here, we report a case of successfully retrieving a guide extension catheter entrapped by a coronary stent in the middle RCA. The guide extension catheter was retrieved by anchoring with the stent delivery balloon. Also, our *in vitro* experiment demonstrated that a “deep seating method” and an “anchoring guide extension catheter method” could be effective in bailing out guide extension catheter entrapment. (Int Heart J 2021; 62: 682-686)
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Guide extension catheters were commonly used in percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) to improve the device deliverability through deep seating of the coronary artery. Guide extension catheters could help our procedures be safer and more efficient, especially in complex PCI, while on the other hand, some complications related to them have been reported. Although entrapment of a guide extension catheter is well known to be a major complication, reports on the bailout of this complication are limited. Here, we report the successful retrieval of a guide extension catheter entrapment in a heavily calcified lesion and present the following *in vitro* experiment.

**Case Report**

An 84-year-old male with stable angina was referred for PCI due to a heavily calcified lesion in the right coronary artery (RCA). One month before the current admission, angiography showed a diffuse 75% lesion from the proximal to middle RCA segment and 90% lesion in the distal RCA segment with severe calcification (Figure 1A). A 7 Fr Launcher AL 0.75 (Medtronic, CA, USA) was used by the transfemoral approach. At first, rotational atherectomy (RA) was performed with a 1.25 mm and subsequent a 2.0 mm burr over a Rota Wire floppy (Boston Scientific, MA, USA) in the distal and proximal RCA calcified lesion. Balloon pre-dilation was carried out with 2.5-4.0 mm Scoreflex NC (OrbusNeich, HK) balloons from the distal to proximal RCA lesion. After a Guideplus (Nipro, Japan) guide extension catheter was introduced, a 2.5 × 38 mm Ultimaster DES was successfully deployed in the distal RCA. Since a 3.5 × 48 mm Xience Xpedition 48 (Abbott, CA, USA) DES could not be passed into the Guideplus, the DES was deployed in the proximal RCA. Subsequently, a 4.0 × 38 mm Xience Sierra DES was advanced into the middle RCA with the Guideplus (Figure 1B). After the Xience Sierra 4.0 × 38 mm DES was deployed in the middle RCA, we noted that the Guideplus was entrapped by the deployed DES. Although we attempted to intubate the 7 Fr guide catheter deeply into the RCA following the method of a previous report, it was unsuccessfully inserted to the middle RCA because the proximal RCA stent generated high friction. Thus, the stent balloon was dilated in the Guideplus distal shaft to fix the balloon and Guideplus catheter (Figure 1C). We synchronously pulled out the stent balloon shaft and the Guideplus shaft, then, the Guideplus was retrieved leaving the Guideplus tip in the middle RCA (Figure 1D). Intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) showed encircling high echogenicity with acoustic shadowing in the middle RCA (Figure 2B). Even though a post-dilation was carried out with 2.0, 2.5, and 3.5 mm noncompliant balloons, the balloon indentation remained. RA was performed with a 1.25 mm burr to fracture the Guideplus tip (Figure 2C). The IVUS after RA procedure showed a crack formation in the Guideplus tip (Figure 2D). After further post-dilation with noncompliant balloons, a 4.0 × 24 mm Ultimaster DES was successfully deployed in the middle RCA. The final angiography and IVUS study showed sufficient stent expansion with a minimum luminal area (MLA) of 6.6 mm² (Figure 2E, F). Four-week follow-up computed tomography coronary angiography showed no in-stent restenosis in the RCA.

**Discussion**

Guide support extension catheters can make complex...
Figure 1. Entrapment and subsequent fracture of the guide extension catheter. A: A diagnostic angiography showed the diffuse 75% lesion from the proximal to middle RCA segment with severe calcifications. B: After a Xience Xpedition DES and a Ultimaster DES were deployed in the RCA, a Xience Sierra DES was advanced into the middle RCA using a Guideplus guide extension catheter. C: The stent delivery balloon was dilated in the Guideplus distal shaft to anchor the Guideplus catheter. D: The Guideplus catheter above was fractured at the Guideplus tip in this case.

PCI procedures easy to facilitate PCI equipment delivery.5,6) The design of the Guideplus guide support extension catheter, which is similar to that of the GuideLinerV2 and GuideZilla, has a 250 mm distal catheter segment with a stainless steel hypo tube shaft (Figure 3A). The Guideplus is easily advanced to a deep seating position, although we sometimes overlook the hypotube shaft because of reduced visibility.7) Our case describes how the Guideplus extension catheter was entrapped by the deployed DES in the middle RCA.

There are some verified previous reports describing the successful percutaneous retrieval of a RA burr, IVUS catheter and balloon,8-11) but few cases of a guide extension catheter. A case report described how a Guideplus extension catheter was entrapped in the proximal RCA and was then retrieved when the stent balloon was withdrawn.7) Since we concluded it was not certain whether this method would be effective in the middle RCA, we simulated the same situation in which the Guideplus extension catheter was entrapped by the deployed DES in the middle RCA using a silicone-tube RCA model. First, the Guideplus was not successfully retrieved in the middle RCA when the stent balloon was withdrawn, as shown in a previous case report.7) While withdrawing a stent balloon should be an effective method, it appears to depend on the entrapped length and location. Subsequently, we pulled out the Guideplus shaft vigorously resulting in fracturing of the Guideplus catheter at the rapid exchange collar transition (Figure 3B). Based on this result, the Guideplus catheter shaft should not be pulled out alone because it seems to have a weak structural characteristic against the horizontal force at the point of rapid exchange collar transition. Secondly, we performed a “deep seating method”, in which the guide catheter is deeply inserted passing across the Guideplus tip. The stent balloon was dilated distal to the stent and the 7 Fr guide catheter was deeply inserted and covered the whole Guideplus tip. Although this method resulted in successful retrieval of the whole Guideplus catheter, it involved a high risk of stent deformation when passing across the guiding catheter (Figure 4). Finally, we implemented an “anchoring guide extension catheter method”, in which the stent balloon...
Figure 2. The procedures after leaving the tip of the guide extension catheter. A, B: Angiography showed a stenosis at the Guideplus tip in the middle RCA. Intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) showed encircling high echogenicity with acoustic shadowing. C, D: Rotational atherectomy (RA) was performed with a 1.25 mm burr. The IVUS showed a crack at 2 o’clock after RA. E, F: The final angiography and IVUS showed a sufficient stent expansion with a minimum luminal area of 6.6 mm².

and the Guideplus shaft were pulled out synchronously while the stent balloon was dilated within the Guideplus distal shaft (Figure 5C, D). Our results suggested that this method should be performed after trying the “deep seating method” because even if the other structure could successfully be retrieved out of the body, the tip of the Guideplus was left in the coronary artery after the procedure (Figure 5A, B, E). The Guideplus was not often fractured in the distal shaft body made of a metal blade, but was often fractured in the rapid exchange collar transition or the Guideplus tip. The Guideplus tip was frequently fractured using an “anchoring guide extension catheter method”
(Figure 5E). Even though the stent balloon dilation was performed in the Guideplus tip, acute recoil was observed (Figure 5F, G). The balloon post-dilatation alone hardly prevents acute recoil since the Guideplus tip is made from elastic polyamide resin. RA and a cutting balloon may be effective if acute recoil occurs. In the present case, the “deep seating method” was hardly performed because the RCA proximal stent generated a high degree of friction. Thus, we chose the “anchoring guide extension catheter method” and successfully retrieved the Guideplus catheter leaving the Guideplus tip in the middle RCA. RA was performed since the balloon post-dilation alone hardly achieved adequate balloon expansion. In the end, the final angiography demonstrated no residual stenosis.

This in vitro experiment has limitations. The silicon-tube model is different from a coronary artery in terms of vessel friction though previous reports described the successful percutaneous retrieval of a RA burr, IVUS catheter, and balloon using similar methods in each case.8-11) Also, we did not perform in vitro experiments to verify the bailout methods using other guide extension catheters. However, this result could apply to others because all guide extension catheters currently in use have a similar design. Further case reports will help to clarify the feasibility of these methods.

**Conclusion**

This case describes methods to deal with the possible complication in which the guide extension catheter was...
Figure 5. Anchoring guide extension catheter method in vitro. A: A Guideplus was entrapped in the middle RCA. B: Although a “deep seating method” was performed, the guide catheter was unable to cover the entire Guideplus tip. C, D: The stent balloon and the Guideplus shaft were pulled out synchronously while the stent balloon was dilated within the Guideplus distal shaft. E: The Guideplus was successfully retrieved while leaving the Guideplus tip. F, G: Even though the stent balloon dilation was performed in the Guideplus tip, acute recoil was observed.

entrapped in the middle RCA. According to our in vitro study, while the “deep seating method” and the “anchoring guide extension catheter method” were useful, withdrawing the guide extension catheter alone was risky. This knowledge would enhance the safe and reliable performance of PCI in complex lesions.
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